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Should tadpoles be moved when the pond

dries up?

AIison Doley

queries. Brad noted that there has

been little research in Western
Australia regarding tadPoles. He
was unaware of any evidence of
tadpoles being affected by changes
in water temperature, but suggested
that, like other animals, they may

suffer some effects from 'shock".

With regard to diseases, given that
you are only  moving them wi th in
your own property and atthetadpole
stage, the risk of transferring disease
would be low. Whether the ftogs
are being transferred to suitable
habitatis a difficult question, a large
component ofwhich relates to what
else is living in the dam in the waY
ofpredators andcompetition. Itmay
also be valuable to considernot only
the impacts on the tadpoles being
moved, but also on other species
living in the dam.

Brad noted that frogs have very
rapid life cycles in order to make the
most of suitable climatic conditions
e.g. there are frogs that live in the
desert where they may not get rain
for years! In theory the strongest
survive and the species adapt. So,
althoughthenegativeimpactsofyou
moving frogs between water bodres
within your own property may be
low, it may not be the best for those
frogs in the long-term. - Ed.

TheApril2004 issue of 'Westem

Wildlife' had an interesting article
on the Westem Spotted Frog [bY
Roberl Davis - Edl which occurs
in this area. (In September 1990,

Stephen Davies collected one in a
pit trap on our farm.)

The articlementions the Problem
of 'earlypond drying'. Occasionally
I come across tadpoles struggling to
suwive in the last muddy dregs of a
pool. I rescue as many as Possible
and transfer them to the nearest
dam with water, which can be uP to
4 km away. The temperature ofthe
dam is lower than that in the drying
pool, is this a problem? Is there a

risk of transferring disease? Are
the tadpoles being transferred to an

unsuitable habitat? I cannot identifu
which species are involved.

Perhaps Robert Davis could
provide some advice on the best
way to re-locate tadpoles, or rs
it a futile exercise carried out bY

someone who has not completely
lost that childhood fascination with
tadpoles!

Comment
I was unable to contact Dr

Robert Davis, but I spoke with Brad
Maryan (Herpetology, DePafi ment

of Terrestrial Vertebrates, Museum
ofNatural Science) regarding your
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Birds in tree belts

Rita Watkins has been studying birds on the family
farm "Payneham Vale" at Frankland for many years. She
wrote about herwork in Westem Wildlife2l2,April1998 '
when she emphasised how valuable tree belts were for
both foraging and breeding birds.

Rita has updated and expanded on her observations in
a recent edition ofthe "Westem Australian Naturalisf'.

An eagle yarn

Derek Hare, now retired but

formerly farming at Pingaring,

We used to take in and cater for
B&B guests through the 'farmstaY'

scheme. About half of our guests
were from overseas, and I used to
take them around the farm including
the reserve. I must tell you a funnY
story. Sometimes a violent wind
or willy-willy will rip off a branch
from a tree and the branch can get
caught in the fork of another tree.
This, ofcourse, is an ideal Platform
lor wedgeuiled eagles to bu ild their
nest. When I explained how the
eagles built their nests, one of the
tourists said "They must be strong
to carry that big log!"

"Ohyes," I replied, "I think theY
must have had an eagle each end to
carry that one!"

Anyone else got any tall stories? !
- Ed.
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She gives details ofthebirds andtheirusage ofindividual
tree species, including changes as the trees mature.
Anyone interested in the biodiversity value of landcare
revegetation will enjoy this article.

Ref: Watkins, R. 2004. Birdusage ofplantedtreebelts
on farmland at Frankland, Western Australia Westem
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